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LITERARY FICTION

Sarah Pines
Marlena’s Mustache

In her debut short story collection Marlena’s Mustache, Sarah
Pines writes about people the world over trying to escape immeasurable loneliness. There’s Martha, for example, who has grown
fat and exhausted and who endlessly stacks the same blenders
and toasters in her garage in Beverly Hills. Or the grandfather
who waits every winter for his bulk delivery of oranges from
a tropical fruit company in Bremen to indulge his memories of
Africa. In the village of Bouchard in northern France, the wild
twins Valle and Olympe are found dead, facing away from each
other – unthinkable in life – shortly after the Virgin Mary appears
to them in a robe as red as a scab. And from a prison in Casablanca, Hind recalls secretly meeting with K. in elegant hotels while
Frédérique exploits a street musician on a washed-out winter day
just to feel something again.
In her stories, Sarah Pines masterfully mines the abyss and scans
the surface, combining past Hollywood glamor with ancient
Greece and pop culture with Baudelaire. Above all, she traces our
longing for the past and our hope for a better future with sensitivity, brute force, humor, and a poetic sensibility.

Stories
200 pages

SARAH PINES grew up in
Sauerland and Bonn, studied
in Cologne, and completed her
degree in literature at Stanford.
In Düsseldorf, she received
her doctorate for her thesis on
Baudelaire. Today she lives in
New York City and works as
a freelance journalist, writing
about the things that move us
now. Marlena’s Mustache is her
first volume of short stories.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Gert Loschütz
Ballad of the Day Not Done

For Karsten Leiser, it isn’t summer if it doesn’t smell of chamomile, poplars aren’t poplars if they aren’t lining a channel, and
streets are not really streets if they aren’t chaussées. During a sleepless night, he tells his girlfriend Vera why: because his landscape
is still the landscape of the childhood he had to leave behind one
morning. »Look carefully at everything because you won’t see
it again«, his mother told the little boy on the eve of their flight
from the German Democratic Republic. Karsten commits everything to memory, which he now revisits on every anniversary of
their flight. It doesn’t matter how far he travels as a travel writer
or how many hotels he stays at to undo that first, decisive night
in a hotel; the past always returns, like the leather suitcase from
long ago that he simply can’t get rid of.
In his spare and artful novel Ballad of the Day Not Done, Gert
Loschütz, German literature’s great contemporary excavator of
the past, unflinchingly reveals the rage and despair of a man robbed of his center.

Novel
208 pages

GERT LOSCHÜTZ, born in 1946
in Genthin (Saxony-Anhalt)
has been a full-time writer since
1970, also working for the theatre and for radio. He has been
awarded numerous awards and
stipends. Gert Loschütz lives
with his family in Berlin.
In addition to his highly-praised
novels such as Dark Company
(which was shortlisted for the
German Book Prize) he has
published a story collection and
books for children. His novel
A Fine Couple was shortlisted
for the Wilhelm Raabe Literature Prize and longlisted for
the German Book Prize 2018.
His novel Revisiting a Tragedy
has also been nominated for the
German Book Prize 2021 and
was awarded the Wilhelm Raabe
Literature Prize 2021.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Gert Loschütz
Revisiting a Tragedy

A story about the worst train accident in German history
and some mysterious passengers
Reads like a crime novel
In December 1939 the biggest train accident ever witnessed on
German soil occurs near Genthin station. Two trains collide at
full speed, with many deaths and casualties. On board one of the
trains is Carla, who survives with serious injuries. Carla is engaged to Richard, a Jew from the city of Neuss, yet her travelling
companion is not Richard but the Italian Giuseppe Buonomo,
who is killed in the crash. Lisa, a sales assistant at the Magnus
department store, is sent out to take clothes to the injured woman, who has lost everything in the disaster. But Carla is already
posing as Mrs Buonomo – does she have something to hide?
Many years later, Lisa’s son, Thomas Vandersee, hears about this
mysterious incident, and his mother reveals her own tale of love
and misfortune in parallel. Will he be able to figure out Carla’s
secret? Might it somehow be a linked to his own family? Inspired
by a real-life disaster, the novelist Gerd Loschütz weaves a magnificent, unsettling story of love and betrayal.

Novel
336 pages
Rights sold:
English World – Seagull
French – Actes Sud

GERT LOSCHÜTZ, born in 1946
in Genthin (Saxony-Anhalt)
has been a full-time writer since
1970, also working for the theatre and for radio. He has been
awarded numerous awards and
stipends. Gert Loschütz lives
with his family in Berlin.
In addition to his highly-praised
novels such as Dark Company
(which was shortlisted for the
German Book Prize) he has
published a story collection and

»No other author writing in German is such a master of the Modianoesque melancholy tone of an investigator of the past as the
Genthin-born Loschütz.« Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

books for children. His novel

»Gerd Loschütz’s prose is urgent and occasionally poetic (…)
reminiscent, at times, of Uwe Johnson.« Tagesspiegel

the German Book Prize 2018.

A Fine Couple was shortlisted
for the Wilhelm Raabe Literature Prize and longlisted for
His novel Revisiting a Tragedy
has also been nominated for the
German Book Prize 2021 and
was awarded the Wilhelm Raabe
Literature Prize 2021.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Bora Ćosić
Operation Kaspar

Bora Ćosić

Operation
Roman
Kaspar Schöffling & Co.
The peculiar path of a nameless, middle-aged couple leads from
the »stable« across »the street« to the »garden«. The »stall« is a
genteel but garbage-strewn apartment in some European city of
the past century. Surrounded by newspapers and heavy furniture,
the husband rides his bicycle around the hallway and ponders
life; the wife cooks, sweeps, and sews on buttons in silence. One
day, they break with their routine, flee abroad, and find themselves on the street with nothing but an over-sized empty cardboard
suitcase. They are picked up by the police, who do not understand their language and who, overwhelmed, deport them. So they
end up in the »garden« – whose owner, Professor Daumer, needs
help harvesting asparagus. Like the teacher of the famous foundling Kaspar Hauser, Daumer teaches his charges a new language
by way of botany. Yet the secret operation that is taking place in
the background comes to an abrupt and disastrous end.

Novel
128 pages

BORA ĆOSIĆ, born in Zagreb
in 1932, grew up in Belgrade,
Serbia. Having worked as a

With Operation Kaspar, the »grand old jester of the Serbian avant
garde,« as the Neue Zürcher Zeitung dubbed Bora Ćosić, has
written a pointed, profound novel that mercilessly explodes the
immigrant’s ancient dream of education and a better life.

journalist and editor of various

»Bora Ćosić – one of the most important contemporary Serbian
writers.« Österreichischer Rundfunk (ORF)

story collections and essays, in-

»Ćosić is the great, old and astutely jovial man of the Serbian
vanguard, strong in polemic and even better in his memory.«
Neue Zürcher Zeitung Online

of the Leipzig Book Fair.

literary magazines, he left the
country in 1992 out of protest
against the Milošević regime and
later settled in Berlin. He is the
author of some thirty novels,
cluding his magnum opus Tutori/
The Tutors which won the Prize

Ćosić is one of the last authors
to describe his native language as
Serbo-Croatian in a rejection of
nationalist literature. Today he
lives in Berlin and Rovinj.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Gabriele Tergit
So war’s eben

So war’s eben has not previously been published. Schöffling &
Co. will publish the first edition.
A broad social portrait that begins in 1898 and ends in the
New York emigrant milieu at the end of the 1950s
A family saga by the celebrated and rediscovered Gabriele
Tergit

Posthumously published from the
author’s estate and with an afterword by Nicole Henneberg
624 pages

Following Effingers, Gabriele Tergit’s greatest wish was to write
another great novel. So war’s eben, a novel from the author’s estate now being published for the first time, follows the quotidian
lives of affluent and not-so-affluent families from 1898 to the
1960s. As the families’ fortunes take their course, World War I
rages and the turmoil and right-left tensions of the Weimar Republic fill the editorial pages – Gabriele Tergit’s world during her tenure as a journalist. On 30 January 1933, a family celebration that
includes nearly all of the novel’s characters forms the preamble to
their emigration – first to Prague and Paris, then London and the
USA. Tergit illuminates the ever-greater problems facing both the
emigrants and the Jews left behind – the suicides, the deportations, and the ruin of a Mischehe or forbidden mixed marriage.
Gabriele Tergit wanted to »depict her generation, with all of its
hopes, disappointments, and disruptions; our entire senseless
world starting in 1932.« She wanted to capture the generations of
the displaced, including the Jewish refugees in New York whom
Grete, Tergit’s alter ego, visits in the early 1950s.

Rights to Effingers have been sold
to:
France – Christian Bourgois
Italy – Einaudi
Spain – Libros del Asteroide
UK – Pushkin Press
US – The New York Review
of Books
The Netherlands – Van Maaskant
Haun

»Tergit writes with a light touch, musically, with a great ear for
the way people speak and a fine, deeply humane wit.«
Juliane Liebert, Die Zeit

Rights sold:
The Netherlands – Van Maaskant
Haun

GABRIELE TERGIT (1894–
1982) The writer and journalist
Gabriele Tergit became known
for her court reporting as well
as her novels, articles and other
prose pieces. In November 1933,
she emigrated to Palestine, moving to London in 1938. From
1957 to 1981, she was secretary
of the PEN Centre for Germanlanguage writers abroad.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Herbert Heckmann and Hans Sarkowicz
My Grandfather’s Sorrow

In My Grandfather’s Sorrow, Herbert Heckmann, who was born
in 1930, writes about growing up in Frankfurt’s Kuhwald housing settlement and he does it like no other. But beware! There
are always »two pasts: one that is written down and one that
was.« So his interest in the past is combined with his passion
for story-telling. The narrator captivates us with his humorous
accounts of his first experience writing on the chalkboard and of
the childhood joy of being allowed to go to the public library by
himself. Somewhat cluelessly if happily, Herbert and other boys
spy on the pretty Mrs. Senft through the window as she dances
naked in front of the mirror. And what misfortune when he is the
only boy at his school to dodge whooping cough and get shut
out from the excursion to the city that Frankfurt’s doctors have
prescribed as a treatment!
Yet on a visit to the library, Herbert is also forced to witness as
a Jewish man is gruffly turned away. Mrs. Senft’s husband falls
in the Russian campaign and a disabled child from the neighborhood is sent to a sanatorium, never to return. National Socialism
and the war cast their shadows on the narrator’s sensuous childhood world.
»A journey through time to the vibrant and idyllic old Frankfurt.
(...) Incidentally but in a very powerful way the author describes
how National Socialism changes lives.« Stefan Sprang, Hessischer
Rundfunk (hr1) on Benjamin and His Fathers

Novel
With an afterword by Hans
Sarkowicz
352 pages

HERBERT HECKMANN was
born in 1930 in Frankfurt am
Main. His comprehensive body
of work includes stories, novels,
children’s books and cookbooks.
For Benjamin and His Fathers
he was awarded the Bremen Literary Prize. He was co-editor of
the magazine Neue Rundschau,
a freelancer for Hesse Radio,
president of the German Academy for Language and Literature,
a professor at the University of
Art and Design in Offenbach am
Main and has sat on numerous
juries. He died in 1999 in Bad
Vilbel.
HANS SARKOWICZ studied
German literature and history
at the Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe
University in Frankfurt am Main
from 1974 to 1979. He published
work on cultural and media history as well as biographies, for
example on Erich Kästner.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Horst Krüger
The broken House

Horst Krüger Das
zerbrochene Haus
eine jugend in deutschland
schöffling & co.

The broken House is a major rediscovery: one young man’s record of Berlin in Nazi Germany, and a sharp-eyed analysis of the
lower middle classes, who were so ensnared by their ideology.
Horst Krüger, who characterises himself as »the typical child of
those innocuous Germans who were never Nazis, and without
whom the Nazis would never have been able to do their work,«
assesses the situation, determined to learn »what it was like back
then under Hitler.«
The Germany in this book is not the Germany of giant torch-lit
processions and endless ranks of jackbooted marchers. It is the
Germany of the small Berlin suburb of Eichkamp, where the
author’s parents lived their proper, non-political lives, believed in
God and Law, respected »good Jews«, and were the very embodiment of level-headed, industrious Germany. The step-by-step
account of how they were seduced by the vision of Hitler as their
saviour and intoxicated by the promises of Nazism forms a drama all the more chilling for its lack of violence, and all the more
damning for its lack of any conscious evil.

memoir
220 pages
Full English translation
available
audio book – Der Audio Verlag
Rights sold
UK (English World) – Vintage/
The Bodley Head
France – Actes Sud
Italy – Rizzoli
Spain (Castilian World) – Siruela
Greece – Dardanos
Russia – Eksmo
Sweden – Weyler Förlag
Netherlands – Alfabet

»An unsparing, honest and insightful memoir, that shows how
private failure becomes national disaster« Hilary Mantel
»Germany’s past cannot be overcome. At most it can be made
present. This is precisely what Krüger has done.«
Marcel Reich-Ranicki

HORST KRÜGER (1919–1999)
grew up in Berlin, studying
philosophy and literature there
as well as in Freiburg. After the
war he worked for the Badische
Zeitung and the Südwestfunk,
making a name for himself primarily for his travel journalism.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Margit Schreiner
Mothers. Fathers. Men. Class Wars

In her first memoir Father. Mother. Child. Declarations of War,
Margit Schreiner writes about the 7-year-old Margit, who invents
a steadfast female dachshund named »Bella«. In her latest book
Mothers. Fathers. Men. Class Wars, a maharaja later occupies her
thoughts while the little girl, in the form of a panther, lies at his
feet before a bejeweled throne. Yet this glorious time also eventually comes to an end »and I sat at my desk and solved math
problems.«
From the perspective of her seventh decade and with few words
but much empathy, Margit Schreiner observes and describes the
girl she once was: going to Gymnasium, finding new friends,
becoming politically aware, having her first sexual experiences, and finally finishing school. »I had already suspected in my
childhood that the fact of being a woman would go hand-in-hand
with humiliations. But that it would go that far …«.
It is just as true for this book: »Schreiner is Austrian literature’s
queen of insubordination. Her writing is funny and full of mirth
but she is also sly.« Anton Thuswalder, Literatur und Kritik

Reflections on the private life.
216 pages
Rights sold:
Audiobook – Der Diwan
Rights to previous titles sold
(selection):
The Netherlands – Arbeiderspers
India – Ittihaas Bodh Prakashan
Turkey – Yapi Kredi Kultur

»A sensational piece of gender-prose.«
SPIEGEL on Haus, Frauen, Sex.
»The most entertaining gender-studies available at the moment.«
Literaturen on Haus, Frauen, Sex

MARGIT SCHREINER born in
Linz, Austria, in 1953 is living
there again after many years in
Tokyo, Paris, Rome and Berlin.
She has won various scholarships and awards for her writing,
most recently the Heinrich
Gleißner Prize for her life’s
work.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Margit Schreiner
Father. Mother. Child. Declarations of War

Margit
Schreiner Vater.
Mutter. Kind.
Kriegserklärungen
Über das Private

Schöffling & Co.

»The seventh year of age is, I believe, mercilessly underestimated.
Our eyes are fixed on pu-berty, but in fact puberty begins much
earlier. There’s a lot that has to be pent up first, until eventually it
bursts out like an explosion.«
These are the furious opening lines of Margit Schreiner’s new
book, which deals not merely with the development of a sevenyear-old but also with the perspective of an adult looking back
on the child she once was.

On the Private
novel
224 pages
Rights sold:
Audiobook – Der Diwan
Rights to previous titles sold
(selection):
The Netherlands – Arbeiderspers
India – Ittihaas Bodh Prakashan
Turkey – Yapi Kredi Kultur

»What do I – a sixty-six-year old sitting writing in a house on the
edge of a nature reserve – have to do with a seven-year-old? Am I
inventing this seven-year-old by writing about her, or did she really exist, and if so, was she utterly different to the girl I describe?
Is any aspect of this real, or are they chimeras on the horizon of a
windy, clear-as-glass day? When I stand in front of the mirror,
I can find no sign of this seven-year-old in my face. It’s all simply
in my head, its universe and parallel universes.«
In Father. Mother. Child. Declarations of War, Margit Schreiner
has written the project of a lifetime, a book about childhood, memory and growing up that is unprecedented in German-language
literature.

MARGIT SCHREINER born in
Linz, Austria, in 1953 is living
there again after many years in
Tokyo, Paris, Rome and Berlin.
She has won various scholarships and awards for her writing,
most recently the Heinrich
Gleißner Prize for her life’s
work.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Peter Kurzeck
The Walnut Tree across from the Shop Where You Buy
Your Bread

Who am I? Where and in what year? Question upon question
plagues the narrator as he wanders from bar to bar in a small,
unnamed town and wallows in memories of his past – and present? He describes the daily trials and tribulations of his own life
and life in general and thinks about the drinker Plaschko and the
futility of the bank robbery.
The novel The Walnut Tree across from the Shop Where You Buy
Your Bread with its combative subtitle The End of Paradise is
Near! marked Peter Kurzeck’s literary debut in 1979. It already bears the hallmarks of the searching narrative style that later
became legendary. The novel’s sensual parenthetical asides and
digressive footnotes are unique in his oeuvre.
This new edition includes an afterword by the author and Kurzeck expert Andreas Maier.
»Once you have read Kurzeck, it is impossible to imagine a
world without him. The world takes on its authentic tone.«
Andreas Maier

The End of Paradise is Near!
Novel
With an afterword by
Andreas Maier
360 pages
Rights sold:
Audiobook – Der Diwan
Rights to previous titles sold
(selection):
The Netherlands – Arbeiderspers
India – Ittihaas Bodh Prakashan
Turkey – Yapi Kredi Kultur

PETER KURZECK (1943–2013)
was born in Nazi-occupied Tachau (now Tachov in the Czech
Republic). He grew up in West

»One of the greatest German writers of all.«
Dirk von Lowtzow, SWR 2

Germany after his mother fled
from Bohemia with her children in 1946. As a writer, Peter

»This novel draws on the finest traditions of European modernism, joining the lineage of James Joyce, Marcel Proust and Alfred Döblin.« Thomas Anz, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Kurzeck is regarded as a ›radical
biographer‹ and his writing has
been compared to James Joyce’s
for its profoundly associative
style blending reminiscence and
observation. Kurzeck was awarded countless literary prizes,
including the Alfred Döblin and
Robert Gernhardt Prizes.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Erich Kuby
Rosemary

Schöffling & Co.

Erich Kuby
ROSEMARIE

Rosemary tells the story of Rosemary Nitribitt, who became
famous during the post-war years in the eco-nomic powerhouse
of Frankfurt as a high-class prostitute. Her clients included influential figures in the world of finance and industry. Rosemary’s
murder in the autumn of 1957 caused a scandal. Her killer was
never caught, and the mistakes in the investigation – including the
temporary mislaying of the case files – inspired many rumours
and legends.

novel
320 pages
Full English translation available
Italian rights sold (Meltemi)

More than the story of a criminal case and the ensuing scandal,
Erich Kuby’s book explores the period now known as the German »economic miracle«. Writing in a vivid and atmospheric style, he captures the spirit of the 1950s in the Federal Republic of
Germany. His Rosemary becomes symbolic of the double standards of contemporary society and the dark side of the economic
boom.
»The Nitribitt affair is more than a shocking crime, it is also alarming due to its sociological implications.«
Thilo Koch, DIE ZEIT (1958)
»An amazingly precise analyses of the social situation at the time.
(…) Greatly entertaining. This new edition, containing a clever,
sociologically based essay, saves the Nitribitt case on a high level
into the third millennium.«
Kristina Maidt-Zinke, Süddeutsche Zeitung

ERICH KUBY (1910–2005)
was one of the Federal Republic
of Germany’s best-known chroniclers. As a journalist involved
in the student movements, he
wrote for publications including Der Stern and Der Spiegel,
adapted socially critical pieces
for radio and TV, and published
books on contemporary history.
For his work he received the
Journalism Prize by the City of
Munich and the Kurt Tucholsky
Prize.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Ulrike Almut Sandig
Luminous Sheep

In the beginning there was light – or was it just the Lumières?
In Ulrike Almut Sandig’s new volume of poetry, it is but »fire,
earth, water, and a jump« away from the creation of the world
to the symphony of the Berlin metropolis. There one must take
a stand on Lampedusa and say »no« to the refrigerator light and
Germany as a short-term refuge. Can luminous sheep watch over
our darkest hours, when we fear a God who appears before us as
a gym teacher with a whistle, mothers with eyes like cocoa, or the
creation of our sovereign selves?
Sandig’s new writings are not just visual poesy on paper but
loops in our ear and cinematic explosions of imagery for all of
our senses. Using speech recognition software, she tackles the
poetry of German Romanticism and captures the flip-side of
colonialism in artful anagrams. Above all, in Luminous Sheep the
poet once again creates a »world full of mythic images that bury
themselves deep into consciousness« (Matthias Ehlers / WDR).

poems
112 pages
Rights to Monsters like us
sold: World English – Seagull
Books

ULRIKE ALMUT SANDIG
was born in 1979 and lives in
Berlin. She is the author of
stories, poems, radio pieces
and language performances,
where she collaborates closely
with musicians and composers.
Ulrike Almut Sandig has been
invited to many international
literary festivals, exchanges and
residencies. Her poems have
been widely anthologized and
received, among other awards,
the renowed Roswitha Prize.
Her first novel, Monsters like us
(2021), is published in English
by Seagull Books.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Jan Wilm
Read.Ror.Wolf

Ror Wolf’s oeuvre is one of the most unusual in the German language. And one of the most eclectic. Following the publication
of Wolf’s ballads and collages in the 1950s, he produced work in
almost every genre until his death in 2020: prose, poetry, essays,
radio plays, and film.
Jan Wilm considers Ror Wolf’s oeuvre for the first time and illuminates his recurring motifs, his intransigence, and his appreciation for form as well as his radical linguistic, pictorial, and sound
innovations. Replete with collages and excerpts from interviews
that Wilm conducted with Ror Wolf in the last several years,
Read.Ror.Wolf roams through the vast realm of Wolf’s imagination. The book is both a critical evaluation of and homage to the
author, who was also Wilm’s friend. Wilm writes about reading
Ror Wolf and invites us to discover his work, which was always
humorous, melancholy, reflective, existential, and playful. A
book for Ror mavens and Wolf novices, Read.Ror.Wolf is a personal and aesthetic answer to the question: how should we live?
Read.Ror.Wolf.

With several collages.
150 pages
Ror Wolf’s 90th birthday on
29 June

JAN WILM born in 1983,
studied English and American
literature at Goethe University
Frankfurt, where he completed
his doctorate on J. M. Coetzee.
He works as a literary scholar
in Darmstadt, Frankfurt, and
Essen. He is also an author,
translator, and literary critic.
His first novel, Winter Almanac,
appeared in 2019 and in the same
year he published the volume All
the Rest Later. About Ror Wolf
II. Jan Wilm lives in Frankfurt
am Main.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Ror Wolf
The Various Consequences of the Imagination

Ninetieth birthday on 29 June 2022
His long-heralded autobiography did not turn up in Ror Wolf’s
estate but a huge bundle of unpublished diaries from 1964 to
1996 was found. As expected, Ror Wolf spares neither himself
nor his fellows; he writes openly and unreservedly about himself,
his colleagues, his friends and enemies, his publishers, his editors,
and the literature business.
Readers learn plenty about his developing career; gain insight
into the connections in his work and his successes and alleged failures; and get a close-hand look at the journey of one of the most
idiosyncratic and imaginative writers of the last several decades.
These previously unpublished texts supplement the RWW edition of the complete works with significant aspects and illuminate
the life and work of one of Germany’s greatest authors.

Diary 1964–1996
Published by Klaus Schöffling
320 pages

ROR WOLF (1932-2020) was
one of the most idiosyncratic
and prominent authors of German Literature after 1945, and
also a master of fine arts who
created a vast opus of surrealistic collages. Wolf’s work is
con-cerned with the multifold
relationships between perception
and reality, where the latter is

Klaus Schöffling has been publishing Ror Wolf’s work for 30
years.

being (re)created as a world unto
itself, melodious, consistent, and
eerily removed from con-ventional perspectives. His prose is
influenced by Beckett, Kafka,
and Robert Walser, and his early
novel Fortsetzung des Berichts
(Continuation of the Report) is
considered to be one of the few
German examples of the nouveau roman. Wolf’s writing opens
up the dimension of writing itself, of associations, of memory,
of hazy sensory preceptions – a
world of uncanny cosiness and
the savagery beneath.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Eva Baronsky and Claudia Brendler
Love Would Help

What actually happens to our hearts when our throw-away
mentality also affects love?
Katrin’s expectations are always too high to meet, Hanne doesn’t
think she can meet expectations, and Oliver doesn’t even dare
to have any. Laura’s love is so manic that Jan no longer knows
where he belongs. Burkhard’s heart literally breaks while Lydia
always ends up on dating sites with the consolation prize. All of
them are trying to gain a foothold on scorched earth, driven by a
longing that seems out of fashion. Only Ro, the girl with Downs
Syndrome, cannot stop insisting that love remains an existential
necessity.
In twelve episodes, Eva Baronsky and Claudia Brendler write
about the effects of modern, inflationary love; about people who
always need to leave even though they really just want to arrive.

Novel
208 pages

EVA BARONSKY has worked
as a journalist, graphic designer,
communications consultant, and
marmalade seller. She now writes
novels, plays, libretti, and essays.
Her debut novel, Mr. Mozart
Wakes Up, sold over 100,000
copies in ten different countries.
CLAUDIA BRENDLER has
worked as a guitarist, punk bass
player, author, and comedian and
is a member of the comedy duo
Queens of Spleens; she also does
musical reading tours throughout Germany. In addition to
plays and short prose, she has
published six novels.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Felicitas Korn
Three Lives Long

How do you that—muddle through? And do you ever really
arrive somewhere?

Novel
304 pages

They want to drive to Spain for summer vacation, but nothing
goes as planned. An accident turns Michi and Xandra into orphans and the prospect of being housed in two different orphanages looms. Michi is only fourteen but wants to take things
into her own hands and find a home for herself and her little
sister. Michi’s greatest hope: Aziz, a mechanic and old friend of
her father’s. And King, knee-deep in illegal activity, and Loosi,
who is struggling with alcohol and looking for love, hope Aziz
will support them. After a few wrong decisions, it becomes clear:
their stories are inextricably linked.
Felicitas Korn writes in this moving, enthralling, and fast-paced
novel about the moment that changes everything, the past and future, and the search for stability. She masterfully weaves together
the stories of three lives that could not be more different.
»Felicitas Korn sensitively plumbs children’s loss and pain in her
debut novel.« Hannoversche Allgemeine

FELICITAS KORN, born in
1974, is a screenwriter and film
director. In the last few years,
she has written for various TV
programs. Three Lives Long
is Korn’s first novel and she is
currently working on the film
version. She lives in Berlin.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Tim Krohn
Saint Henni of the Tenements

A lovable heroine and an era more like ours than we believe.

Novel
256 pages

When Henni Binneweis is born in 1902, German emperor Wilhelm II still reigns. Women take care of the household and a girl
that grows up in a Berlin tenement does not have much to hope
for. But young Henni is told that she was born for higher things
and from then on, her faith is unshakable. In 1914, things really start to happen: the emperor declares war on the Serbs. In its
wake, the old order is destroyed and Henni manages to make
her way through, amid revolutionary riots and despite economic
misery. Because she has the cheek to match her looks, she dances through the ecstatic nights, gracing the stages of the cabaret,
with all its chaos and merriment. Home is no less turbulent: the
family is divided by politics, which produces ever-greater insanities. Henni knows: staying on your toes is not just important in
dance – it’s the be-all and end-all in life and love.
»Tim Krohn has wittily combined the literary and the biographical and found just the right comic tone for which Berlin was once
famous.« Christiane Pöhlmann, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
»An utterly entertaining novel on a somber canvas.«
Claudio Campagna, NDR Kultur
TIM KROHN was born in
Germany in 1965 but has lived
in Switzerland since he was two.
He is a freelance writer and he
has won, among other distinctions, the Berlin Open Mike.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Tim Krohn
The Lake of Souls

A mysterious lake in the Swiss mountains and the call of a
wolf. A young girl and the wisdom of her grandmother, Nona.

An Alpine Legend
96 pages

As beautiful as the world of the mountains is, life on the farm of
Niculina’s parents is hard. In the mornings, Niculina herds the
goats into the pastures where Ladina, who is the same age, watches over her own herd while dreaming of a shared farm with
Niculina. But Niculina has no time for dreams. In the evenings,
she has to take care of Nona, her grandmother, who senses death
approaching. When Niculina hears about the hidden Lake of Life
in a mysterious cave in Piz Spiert in Wolfstal, she knows what
she has to do – but no idea that to do it, she will have to break all
earthly bonds. Niculina learns that there is no life without change
or death. Yet a few things, like friendship or a garden full of lupines and the pristine valley threatened by a planned stone quarry
should remain as they always have been. And Nona has made
sure they will, even beyond her death.
»Tim Krohn is known as a teller of luminescent, ethereal tales.«
Gabriele von Arnim / Tages-Anzeiger, Zürich

TIM KROHN was born in
Germany in 1965 but has lived
in Switzerland since he was two.
He is a freelance writer and he
has won, among other distinctions, the Berlin Open Mike.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Rainer Moritz
As If Life Were Like That

High-flying plans for love or life? Bitterness about missed opportunities? Not for Lisa, who just wants to be free …

Novel
208 pages

There is a green chair on her balcony – just one. Lisa lives alone
but she is not lonely. And anyways, she has Bello, her cat. A cat
with a dog’s name? Why not? Lisa knows what she wants and
above all, she knows what she doesn’t want. There are men in her
life but a man at her side is not something she needs. She likes to
work, first as a bookseller and then in a Hamburg news agency.
As soon as she enters her apartment and Bello runs to her, she
forgets her work. One day, the man at her side comes along – but
he is not hers. Yet when he is with her, she’s all that counts. Lisa
goes about her life. Until life gets in her way.
»I can promise you that this protagonist will not so quickly let go
of you, even after you‘ve put down the book.«
Katrin Schumacher, MDR Kultur
»There are more and more books that are quiet and yet resonate,
just not as often as one would think. As If Life Were Like That is
one of them.« Thomas Andre, Hamburger Abendblatt
»An ode to living it up.«
Oliver Jungen, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

RAINER MORITZ, born in
1958, is a jack-of-all-trades: At
17, he became a soccer referee;
later, he did a doctorate on
Hermann Lenz and worked as
an editor and publisher before
he took over as head of Hamburg’s Literaturhaus in 2005. He
makes regular appearances as a
literary critic, translates from the
French and writes books: about
soccer, German pop songs, Parisian parks, and, among others,
Richard Yates.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Astrid Rosenfeld
The Only Street

They may have no opportunities but they still have dreams.
Rachel has fled LA and an unhappy romance. Travis, whose only
two friends have moved to Florida, is slowly losing control of his
feelings. Stanley, the drinker, hopes to have his breakthrough as
a rock star. After losing two husbands, Carol only has Molly, her
mentally disabled sister. And Greg, the Vietnam veteran, shares
his life with a chihuahua that he found in a dumpster.
They all live in small neighborhood of bungalows in Greensville
County, Virginia and they have all been damaged by life; stranded and with little hope for a better future. There, where James
B. Morgan wants to build a hotel, a place of comfort and companionship, the squalid little homes seem to speak of nothing but
broken dreams and disappointment. Or are new connections and
friendships – and maybe even love – possible here?

Novel
160 pages

ASTRID ROSENFELD was born
in 1977 in Cologne. After leaving school she spent two years
in California where she gained
her first experience in theatre.
Back in Germany she began
acting school in Berlin, but left
after a year and half to work in
film as a casting agent. She cast
films such as Knallhart (»Tough
Enough«) and Muxmäuschen
still (»Quiet as a mouse«). Her
novels Adams Erbe (»Adam’s
Legacy«), nominated for the
German Book Prize and Elsa
ungeheuer (»Elsa Forever«)
have been translated into many
languages and have each sold
close to 200,000 copies. Astrid
Rosenfeld lives in Marfa, Texas.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Hansjörg Schertenleib
The Castle of Silence

To be alone. To take a moment. To be at one with yourself.
To live as you choose.

Novel
176 pages

A small cottage on an island off the East Coast of America, in the
middle of winter, in the silence. A man shovels snow, talks to his
cat, watches birds, enjoys the boredom, and reviews his life and
work. Later, he makes his way through the snow-covered woods
to the pinewood tree, in the crown of which he has a lookout: to
observe the world, nature, and himself.
»Who do we talk to when we’re alone? To ourselves, if we can.«
Hansjörg Schertenleib writes about the blessing of silence, selfchosen solitude, and love – love for animals, for nature, and for
books. Penetratingly, truthfully and with a feather-light touch.
»Schertenleib’s art manifests itself in the sensitive nuances he
creates.« Jörg Magenau / Deutschlandfunk, Köln

HANSJÖRG SCHERTENLEIB
was born in Zurich in 1957 and
trained as a typesetter and graphic designer. He has been publishing prose, poetry and drama
texts since 1981. His novels, such
as the bestselling Das Regenorchester (»The Music of Rain«),
have been translated into many
languages and have received
numerous awards. For twenty
years Schertenleib, who also
translates from English, lived in
Ireland. Now he divides his time
between Switzerland and Spruce
Head Island in Maine. His most
recent novel was the highlypraised Jawaka.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Sonja M. Schultz
Son of a Bitch

»He wondered if it were even possible to close his eyes in this
city …«

Novel
320 pages

A pub in the boonies of northern Germany. Herbert, called
»Hawk«, is on his third beer when his red Alfa Romeo goes up
in flames; the only thing he still kept from his former life. After
many years in the slammer and a failed romance with Lu, the
queen of the harbor pub Les fleurs du mal, he turned his back on
Hamburg’s diabolical hood. Finally, a secure living without shady jobs; finally, an escape from the low-life – just no more feelings. But now someone is trailing him. Only – who? As Hawk’s
search for his pursuer grows madder, his own dark past begins to
swallow him.
In Hundesohn, Sonja M. Schultz tells a masterful and powerful
red-light tale spanning the post-War era to the end of the 1980s.
She creates a drama about inherited rage, guilt, and the desire to
leave one’s own origins behind.

SONJA M. SCHULTZ, born in
1975, studied theater and cultural communication in Berlin. She
writes about film and history
and appears in Spoken Word
events in the off-theater scene.
Son of a Bitch is her debut novel.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Lea Singer
La Fenice

»Never rely on what you think are your rights. If you do, be
prepared for anything, my father said.«
A story that helps others, perhaps in the far future; your report
should be no more than that, says Angela del Moro at the end.
She is twenty-three and has experienced more than people twice
her age have. By sixteen, she had already achieved some success
as a courtesan, the only job in which she can earn money and
lead an independent life. Her fall begins with a »no«: She dares to
refuse a regular customer and his revenge is murderous. Others
don’t survive things like that but Angela does not want to be a
victim. Her comeback is a sensation. Which also has its problems.
Lea Singer borrows the historical experiences of a young woman,
La Zaffetta, in Renaissance Venice and reveals, almost off-handedly, the abysses of the Venetian Republic in the age of Tizian
and Aretino. She tells the story through a young woman who
inspires a scandal for choosing to live as she pleases and becomes
icon in one of the world’s most famous paintings: Tizian’s Venus
von Urbino.

Novel
304 pages

LEA SINGER, born in Munich
in 1960, trained as a chef and

»La Fenice is compelling not merely for its formidable protagonist but above all for Singer’s style, which resembles a phoenix:
powerful, stirring, and achingly beautiful especially when you
don’t expect it.« Cora Wucherer, Süddeutsche Zeitung

studied Art History, Vocal
Studies, Music and Literature,
gaining a doctorate in Art History. Her novels about historical
figures are just as successful as
the non-fiction books which she

»Lea Singer writes with such swiftness, with such fervor, that you
can read the book in a single go. It is as if she has discovered her
most important topic in La Fenice.«
Pia Reinacher, Die Weltwoche, Zürich

publishes as Eva Gesine Baur.
She lives in Munich and has
received the Hannelore Greve
Literary Prize for her literary
work.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Kerstin Campbell
Ruthie is Sleeping

Sometimes, happiness is just around the corner.

Novel
224 pages

Mrs. Lemke and Georg are separated by almost 40 years and 3
floors. She is the only constant in his life. Mrs. Lemke has always
lived in the building that Georg inherited. Not much has worked
out in Georg’s life and sometimes he asks himself how he became
such a solitary landlord. Georg knows only one thing for certain:
Whatever might happen in his life, Mrs. Lemke will set a table for
him for his birthday; you can always count on Mrs. Lemke. But
now everything is going to change: Mrs. Lemke has to move to
her son Wolfgang in New York. Wolfgang has decreed that the
old lady can stay in Berlin only as long as her cat Ruthie is alive.
When Ruthie doesn’t wake up one day, it’s time for Plan B: what
if Ruthie just continues sleeping on the sofa – forever perhaps?
The taxidermist Caro makes the absurd idea come true – and
turns Georg’s life upside down.
»An enchanting story with a strong shot of melancholy and
warm-heartedness.« Beate Rottgardt / Ruhr Nachrichten

KERSTIN CAMPBELL studies
Romance languages and journalism in Berlin and Paris. Her

»An empathetic story about losing one another and finding one
another; about families that become alienated and friendships
that can be a bit like family.« Georg Kümmel / Main-Echo

short stories have appeared in
numerous anthologies and literary magazines. She also anchors a
youth radio program and reports
on the Berlin club scene. After
a writing stint in New York,
she now works as an arts editor.
She lives with her family in the
Berlin district where her novel
takes place. Ruthie is Sleeping is
her debut novel.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Veronika Peters
The Heart of Paris

Welcome to Odéonia … The Free Republic of Book Fans, the
true heart of Paris!

Novel
336 pages

Paris, Spring 1925. The young Berlin native Ann-Sophie von
Schoeller has just moved to the French capital, where her husband is embarking on a promising career in his uncle’s renowned
law practice. Ann-Sophie, however, aimlessly strolls the Paris
streets. One day, she ends up in the Rue de l’Odéon in front of
a bookstore named Shakespeare and Company, where, in the
entryway, a woman wearing man’s clothes is smoking: the bookdealer and publisher Sylvia Beach. When Ann-Sophie enters the
bookshop, she is immediately fascinated – also by the women she
encounters there. She begins as an assistant and becomes part of
the company of women writers, artists, and free spirits. She soon
realizes that she wants more from life – and love. Ann-Sophie
needs to choose between bourgeois security and the risk of a selfdetermined life.
VERONIKA PETERS, born in
Gießen in 1966, spent her childhood in Germany and Africa.
Following training as a therapist,
she first worked as a kindergarten teacher in a psychiatric home
for youth. In her early twenties,
she joined a Benedictine abbey,
where she worked as, among
other things, a garden hand, restorer, and book-dealer. In 2000,
she left the abbey and has since
lived and worked as a freelance
writer in Berlin.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Martin R. Dean
A Piece of Heaven

Is it possible to start your life over?

Novel
240 pages

They haven’t seen each other for three years when a terrible accident reunites them: Florian, a doctor, and the artist Samuel Butt,
who is paralyzed following a fall. Florian wants to prop up his
friend and also understand what actually happened three years
earlier. At the time, Samuel went to Rome on an art scholarship
and suddenly broke off all contact. Both men circle one another
with questions: Why did Samuel fail as an artist? Was a woman
involved? Why hasn’t Florian ever been lucky in love? How
much is »half a life« worth? How do you cope with loss? On a
trip to Portugal, everything comes to light. And the next step can
mean either doom or salvation.
A Piece of Heaven poses existential questions about friendship
and love, life and death, and the uses and limits of modern medicine – a suspenseful and spirited novel with an astounding showdown.

MARTIN R. DEAN was born in
Menziken, Aargau in 1955 to a
Trinidadian father and Swiss mother. He studied German literature, ethnology, and philosophy
at the University of Basel, and
taught at the School of Design
in Basel and the Gymnasium
in Muttenz. Dean has received
several literary awards and lives
with his family in Basel.

a t lant is
v er lag

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Leta Semadeni
Amur, Great River

»Leta Semadeni writes about the buoyant love of Radu and
Olga with the melancholy of memory – wildly and tenderly.«
Dana Grigorcea
Radu is his name, the man in the bus who towers over everyone
else; when Olga takes the bus every day into the city in Ecuador,
their eyes meet. She had already encountered Radu when she was
a little girl at a boarding school in the mountains: she sat in the
first row at his talk on the Siberian tiger. Today, Olga is tempted,
as she stands at the mouth of the roaring river, to conjure his face.
Radu, the great absentee, forever packing his suitcase to make
his next film. The slamming of the door ripped her heart in two.
Their favorite thing to do together was to travel to distant places.
Or he stopped by her village and for a brief time, it seemed a bit
like they would forge a life together: they sat on the grass, looked
up at the jagged mountains, invited Elsa for a meal, and could
succumb to the thrall of the tequila moon.
Leta Semadenis’ new novel leads the reader to the shores of the
Amur and back to the mountain village of Tamangur. Out of
poetic miniatures, Semadini creates a story about a love that you
have only once in life: overpowering, searing, happy – a love it
was not possible to hold on to and that Olga, like the author herself, has never let go.

Novel
192 pages

LETA SEMADENI, born in 1944,
studies languages at the University of Zurich. Teaching posts
at various schools in Zurich and
Engadin. Work in Latin America, Paris, Berlin, and New York.
Since 2005, she has lived and
worked as a freelancer in Lavin.
Leta Semadeni initially wrote
primarily poetry in Romansh
and German, translating them
back and forth herself. Following the commercial success
of Tamangur, Semadeni is now
publishing her second novel.
Semadeni has received many
awards.

a t lant is
v er lag
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LITERARY FICTION

Peter Handke
Inner Dialogs in the Margins

2019 Nobel Prize for Literature

Notes 2016–2021
around 416 pages

»I have something to tell to you, so I cannot be such a terrible
person.«
In Peter Handke’s multifaceted oeuvre, the journals undoubtedly
count among the books in which the author gets closest to his
readers; and to his »ideal,« to the »sovereignty of one who wants
nothing of anyone, demands nothing of anyone, expects nothing
of anyone.« His notes, collected over the years, are a literary
miracle: Handke quotes from his own reading – Tolstoy, Goethe,
and Walser among others; works on The Fruit Thief, his new novel, his last epos; doubts; rifles through his own books; wanders
through Picardy; formulates, again and again, an 11th commandment, and we are allowed to accompany him, also through 2019,
the year in which he won the Nobel Prize for Literature, and
the fateful year that followed. The new volume spans the period
from January 2016 to today and continues where the last journal
Vor der Baumschattenwand nachts (In Front of the Tree-Shadowed Wall at Night) left off.
»In this artfully composed amalgam of conspiracies and aphorisms, as characteristic for this journal as for the previous ones,
every reader must make their way, reading, to the point where
something sparks.« Ina Hartwig / Die ZEIT

PETER HANDKE, born in
Griffen, Kärnten in 1942, lives
near Paris. He has received
several international awards for
his work. In 2109, Peter Handke
received the Nobel Prize for
Literature.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Alida Bremer
Split

Summer 1936. Split, the Riviera of the Adriatic coast, seems to
enjoy its usual colorful hustle and bustle and frivolous ease. But
now it’s more than peasants from surrounding villages, fishermen, and languid northerners taking the sun: Jews on the run,
opponents of the Nazi regime, trackers and spies from all over
the world flit among the ruins of Diocletian’s Palace. German
film crews drawn by the spectacular views stoke suspicion and
rumors, Italian and Croatian fascists and anti-fascists, officials
from the distant Yugoslav capital and Freemasons, plot and quash
political conspiracies among smiling waiters, children, and unflappable concierges. Gun-running, love stories, get-rich-quick
schemes are interwoven with stops to eat and drink and swim.
The beaches, cafés and pubs are full, cruise liners and military
ships lie alongside fishing boats – and then a dead body washes
up at dawn. There are few leads, and they lead everywhere. Mario
Bulat begins to investigate, but everyone already seems to know
more than he does.
Split is a dazzling kaleidoscope of Mediterranean life in an overheated era, a social novel rich in tones and colors about a world
on the brink of disaster for all the promises of progress and gleaming machines. Last but not least, this book is a literary declaration of love for a city.

novel
368 pages
Rights sold: World English
(AmazonCrossing), Croatian
(Fraktura), Slowenia (Zrakogled)

ALIDA BREMER was born
in Split 1959 and has lived in
Germany since 1986. Author,
translator, editor and cultural
mediator between Southeast Europe and the German-speaking
world. For her literary translations from Croatian into German
she was awarded numerous prizes including the Internationaler
Literaturpreis 2018. Her essays,
columns, stories and poems
appear in Der Spiegel, Lettre
International, Die Zeit a.o. and
have been translated into various
languages.
Split is her second novel was
nominated for the Alfred Döblin
Prize (a prestigious award
founded by Günter Grass for
unpublished manuscripts). She
lives with her family in Münster
and spends time in her flat in
Split whenever she can. From
there she can see the sea.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Dagmar Leupold
But the Elephants!

The captivating and quirky hero of this novel is full of surprises. Yet nobody would expect him to draw attention to himself, and certainly not with a gun …
Mr. Harald is the man in the coatroom. He is as much a part of
the theater as the curtain, but nobody comes for his sake. The
spotlight shines for others. He takes people’s coats, their bags,
whatever they entrust to him so they can unburden themselves
for a few hours, and he waits until the final applause, when the
time comes for him to play his part. Yet one evening, someone
leaves a coat behind and in the coat, there’s a gun. Mr. Harald
takes it home, only: what does he want to do with it? He cannot
possibly defend himself against all the world’s impertinences.
But perhaps he can draw the world’s attention to one who, like
him, lives life in the shadows: the woman who turns the pages for
others and whom he admires from afar.
The tragicomic protagonist of this gripping story is an everyday
hero, a humble working man, someone whom nobody thanks
for his service. And if it weren’t for literature, and writers like
Dagmar Leupold, how would we ever know the rich thoughts,
feelings, lively spirits, and painful longings within such souls?
»… sentences that in their vividness veritably melt on your tongue ….« Daniela Strigl / FAZ

Novel
272 pages

Author and translator DAGMAR
LEUPOLD, born in 1955, lives
in Munich. She studied German literature, philosophy, and
classical linguistics in Marburg,
Tübingen, and New York. Since
2004, she has headed the Studio
Literature und Theater at the
University of Tübingen. Her
work includes novels, stories,
poems, and essays.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Dagmar Leupold
The Widows
An Adventure Novel

Longlisted for the German Book Prize 2019

Novel
272 pages

None of the four women in this story is widowed. And they
might be just a bit too young for that. But to be widowed, they
need, above all, husbands. Only one of them, Penny, was married. Is married? Her husband has vanished, so she lives with her
son and in-laws far out on the Moselstrand amidst the vineyards.
Not by herself. Her three friends (Beatrice, Dodo, and Laura)
followed her to the boonies from Berlin. The four have settled in
nicely, each for herself; into life, and into waiting. But for what?
So one day they decide to take a big journey; to make a break for
it. They rent a car and take out an ad for a driver. To where? To
the source, their origins, back. The flat tire on the way there is
lucky for us. And for their chauffeur, who is also missing something – just not what he left behind: ornamental fish named after
philosophers. The four begin to tell stories: to him, to each other,
to themselves, and they tell them as if intoxicated: achingly, wittily and joyfully, unflinchingly, pitilessly.

Author and translator DAGMAR
LEUPOLD, born in 1955, lives
in Munich. She studied German literature, philosophy, and

»Thrillingly and quite amusingly, Dagmar Leupold writes about
destinies and large emotions and how the past penetrates the present.« Christel Freitag, NDR
»Wise and saturated with experience, a book about repressed desires, missed opportunities, and the lust for life suddenly bursting
again into flame.« Christoph Schröder, DLF

classical linguistics in Marburg,
Tübingen, and New York. Since
2004, she has headed the Studio
Literature und Theater at the
University of Tübingen. Her
work includes novels, stories,
poems, and essays.
More books by the same author:
Lavinia
Secretly
But the Elephants!

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Susanne Röckel
The Bird God

Shortlisted for the German Book Prize 2018

Novel
272 pages

In this book, a great storyteller has turned a grim tale into a
sublime novel. An unwitting discovery in a sacred picture sucks
the members of an academically inclined family into the obscure
myth of a bird god – a story with a pull so strong that they, like
the reader, cannot withstand it. Even when it becomes clear that
the myth is not just a myth. It is a marvelous but miserable place
where those who worship the bird god live – yet they seem less
devoted to him than at his mercy.
In this irresistible novel, a secret world turns out to be our own,
in which nature has terminated its relationship with humankind
and we stand face-to-face with its aggression and despair. As we
read and, above all, keep on reading, we wonder why we cannot
put the book down, especially given that it eschews the classic
elements of suspense.
SUSANNE RÖCKEL, born in

Partial translation (roughly 20 pages) available.

Darmstadt in 1953, is a writer
and translator (Paula Fox, An-

»Susanne Röckel has proven able to surprise and captivate in the
ever-rarer genre of the modern Gothic novel.«
Eberhardt Falcke, SWR2 Lesenswert
»In intoxicating language, Susanne Röckel draws us with romantic grandeur into a maelstrom of madness, the mundane, and a
belief in miracles.« Ingolf Bossenz, Neuew Deutschland

tonia S. Byatt, Irène Némirovsky, among others) and lives in
Munich. She has received several
awards, most recently as the first
author to be awarded the Toucan
Prize twice, including for her
novel The Bird God, which was
shortlisted for the German Book
Prize in 2018.
More books by the same author:
Centaurs in City Park

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Xaver Bayer
Stories with Marianne

Austrian Book Prize 2020

Novel
192 pages

It always starts from nothing, fresh and innocent, with a harmless
plan, a slightly unusual mission or idea for a minor adventure. It
might be a walk in the woods, an excursion to a masked parade, a
trip to the flea market or a swinger’s club; a test poorly disguised
as a game. And it is always the same two, he and Marianne, who
find themselves in a reality where the unexpected erupts with all
the terror of a nightmare, pure horror, something out of their
control and inescapable. Even if it costs them everything, they
take the risk, as if there were nothing else in this world to lose.
Xaver Bayer tells a harrowing tale, unblinkingly and with a curiosity that never recoils from the consequences. This refusal to
compromise results in literature that scrutinizes our views of life
and what we allegedly cling to.
Partial translation (roughly 20 pages) available.
»Xaver Bayer writes the diary of our fears. He has found a fitting
form and a voice that seems timeless, both masterful and suggestive, as well as an attitude of ironic reflection on what he is telling
us.« Ulrich Rüdenauer, Tagesspiegel
»Xaver Bayer has once again proven that he is a master of the
wildest literary fantasies.« Andreas Puff-Trojan, Ö1 Ex libris

XAVER BAYER was born in
Vienna in 1977. He still lives there, working as a freelance writer.
More books by the same author:
Today Could Be My Lucky Day
Mysterious Cracklings from the
Magic Carpet
When the Children Throw Stones in the Water
The Transparent Hands
Onwards
Alaska Street

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Birgit Birnbacher
Stranded

Bachman Prize 2019

Novel
168 pages

Birgit Birnbacher’s characters raise whale-balloons, borrow money from the bank for a fish shop in Camden, climb the diving
board at the public pool using one arm in the off-season, hang
out naked in strange living rooms with other people, and want to
do something – but preferably something big. They are political;
they feel powerless; the join forces. Take drugs, from boredom;
rob a gas station, from stupidity. They live in a small town, and
they don‘t necessarily want to leave but staying is also not an
option. They are looking for their place in the world and as they
wonder what it means that human beings and bananas share up
to 50% of their DNA, one manages to pull himself together and
another other panics.
There was a lot of talk about people over 30. But what about those in their mid-20s? Learn a trade, study, something else, something completely different. Party, save the world, talk drivel. But
life: Is this actually life? Is this the real thing? While they wait for
it to begin, they soon realize they are smack in the middle of it.
And from this middle, someone jumps off a bridge and someone
watches.
»Birgit Birnbacher writes about young people, precisely – thanks
especially to what she leaves out – and without false pathos; not
those in hopeless despair but those who live in too thick a fog to
see the possibilities that life should actually offer.«
Wiebke Porombka, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

BIRGIT BIRNBACHER, born
in 1985, lives in Salzburg.
Several jobs, studied sociology
and social sciences. Stranded
was awarded the Jürgen Ponto
Foundation Literature Prize and
was nominated for the Rauris
Literature Prize and the Alpha
Literature Prize.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Daniel Wisser
Queen of the Mountains

Austrian Book Prize 2018

Novel
400 pages

Robert Turin, mid-40s, wants to die in Switzerland because there
he can decide for himself when the time is right. He’d prefer
not to be terminally ill, but the diagnosis is unalterable: multiple sclerosis. So that he doesn’t become a burden to his wife, he
moves to a home – voluntarily and prematurely. Yet the irascible
patient is not easy to deal with, as the nurses quickly realize. As
his condition worsens, he decides to end his own life before it’s
too late. But it’s not so easy: Not only does he depend on help
to get from his bed into his wheelchair for his daily glass of wine
in the cafeteria; he also needs help to die. But who will drive him
to Switzerland? And how can he get him (or better: her) to do
it? Turin tries using his charm because he has no idea how Uber
works …
Heartrendingly funny, this is a novel about wrapping up final –
and not-so-final – matters; about life in its terrible beauty and the
impossibility of deciding when it’s time to let go.
»Daniel Wisser’s story not only ends the silence about suicide
attempts within the care milieu; it also rejects all expectations and
conventions. And it does so by telling a story of the life of the
sick Mr. Turin until it’s very end – with humor.«
Christa Eder, Ö1 Leperello

DANIEL WISSER is a writer,
literary performer, and musician
(Erstes Wiener Heimorgelorchester). Since 2003, he has
published his novels Dopplergasse acht, Standby, and Ein weißer
Elefant as well as a collection of
extemporaneous prose entitled
Kein Wort für Blau.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Nadine Schneider
Three Kilometers

Romania, 1989: The heat is oppressive and the grain is tall, otherwise you would be able to see clear to the border. The thought of
flight is painfully tempting; nobody knows yet what’s in store or
what will soon be ancient history.
In a village in Banat, far from Bucharest, the center of power in
Ceaușescu’s regime, Anna spends dramatic yet quietly intense
days late in the summer. She is divided, not only between Hans,
her lover, and Misch, their mutual friend.
With whom will she stay? With whom will she go? And is Hans,
as Misch suspects, really a spy? By asking these questions, Anna
suddenly comes dangerously close to the boundary between loyalty and betrayal.
Nadine Schneider writes about personal entanglements in the period before the political coup, evocatively and simply. And about
what one needs to stay – or what it means to leave one’s country,
to oneself and those left behind.

Novel
160 pages

»Nadine Schneider’s novel is like a song we can’t listen to often
enough. And that is why I can’t rule out reading Three Kilometers a fourth, fifth, or sixth time.« Jan Brandt
»Schneider’s language is permeated by and grounded in poetic
observations and descriptions, although the narrator also focuses
on the immediate circumstances. She is concerned with the moment.« Christoph Schröder, Die Zeit
»A resounding success.« Gundula Ludwig, NZZ am Sonntag

NADINE SCHNEIDER, born
in Nuremberg in 1990, studied
musicology and German literature in Regensburg, Cremona,
and Berlin. She lives in Berlin
and works, following jobs at the
Komischer Oper and the Vaganten Bühne Berlin, for Germany’s
national singing competition.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Nadine Schneider
Wherever I go

Both of them wanted to get out of Romania, but then David
vanishes and Johannes has to flee by himself. A return to the past
becomes a search that ends with the discovery of a fatal error.
In the meantime, Johannes has built a new life: he has his own
apartment, a job, and Giulia, a colleague whose family replaces
his own. He just doesn’t know what happened to David. They
had wanted to leave together and leaving means: leaving their
country, fleeing Ceaușescu’s Romania, and turning their backs
on their families. To manage the Danube crossing, both of them
trained throughout an oppressively hot summer. What happened
then between the two of them is another secret they share. Yet
at some point David vanished and Johannes left without him to
start over again. Until the day news of his father’s death reaches
him, compelling him to return. The chance to say good-bye for
good is also a chance for Johannes to look for David one more
time.
With great repose, forcefully and movingly yet clearly and confidently, Nadine Schneider writes about the little tremors of greater historical events and the fissures they leave in people’s lives.
People on unstable ground because their own stories are rooted
in places where the past is not yet over.

Novel
260 pages

NADINE SCHNEIDER, born

»A novel that could be deemed current.«
Andreas Platthaus, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

in Nuremberg in 1990, studied
musicology and German literature in Regensburg, Cremona,

»Nadine Schneider’s words unfold powerfully, if quietly.«
Christoph Schröder, Süddeutsche Zeitung

and Berlin. She lives in Berlin
and works, following jobs at the
Komischer Oper and the Vaganten Bühne Berlin, for Germany’s
national singing competition.
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LITERARY FICTION

Helena Adler
The Infanta Parts Her Hair on the Left

Shortlisted for the Austrian Book Prize 2020

Novel
192 pages

That she, the youngest daughter, the delicate child, should set her
parents’ farm on fire is not simply an accident; it is a matter of
self-defense. An act of defiance in the face of growing up under
the yoke of her parents – a pious, bigoted mother and a father
with a fatal addiction to alcohol, pyrotechnics, and esoterica.
To say nothing of her older twin sisters, two callous princesses
straight out of grim fairy-tale who terrorize her, the infanta in
rubber boots, at every turn. And of course there is no dearth of
hunters, priests, or mayors in this Austrian haystack pastoral,
painted in the most demonic colors with a much-missed heartiness.
This book is a beacon, a post-Armageddon firework. It is about the things that seem to beggar description. Strident, ribald,
unvarnished, cocky, and hard as farm life following the fair and
before morning mass. It is a very serious business and a whole lot
of fun!
»This is a lip-smacking flourish of fleas, blood, and shit. A work
of art made out of dirty umbilical cords that most pleasantly
wind around your throat as you read.« Julia Friese, DLF
»A crazy but cliché-free bucolic home novel, told in a blaze.«
Andrea Braunsteiner, WOMAN

HELENA ADLER, born in an
Opel Kadett in Oberndorf near
Salzburg in 1983, is an author
and artist who lives near Salzburg. She studied painting at the
Mozarteum and psychology and
philosophy at the University of
Salzburg.
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LITERARY FICTION

Alexandra Stahl
Men Without Furniture

This book it titled Men Without Furniture because the men in
Ellie’s life are afraid of real restaurants, drink strawberry-flavored milk, and sleep on mattresses on the floor. But it could also
be called »Everything’s Cool Between Us,« as Alvaro, the esoteric Argentinian who leaves Ellie without an explanation after 6
months, says. Or »It’s No Different in Italy«? Because in Italy,
too, a bar on the Landwehrkanal in the Berlin district of Neukölln, everyone is just looking for love, whether they think they
are Marlon Brandon or tell their beer about a woman whom no
one else believes exists. And Ellie? She attends a writing course at
the adult education center entitled »My Happy End!« There, she
learns to see herself as a figure in a novel and she turns her life
into her favorite book. It ends in Italy, the real one – and with a
surprise!
»Alexandra Stahl has a talent for spare but sparkling sentences.«
Shirin Sojitrawalla, DLF Büchermarkt
»Now and then, but much too rarely, you hold a novel in your
hands that turns out to be a treasure. Alexandra Stahl’s literary
debut is a masterpiece of precise everyday observation.«
Stefan Reis, Main-Echo

Novel
192 pages

ALEXANDRA STAHL was
born in 1986 and grew up in
Bavaria. She lives in Berlin.
She studied American studies,
English literature, and history
and subsequently worked at the
Deutsche Presse-Agentur (dpa).
She has written travel articles
from the United States, Ireland,
Italy, Croatia, and Austria. She
was also a finalist at the open
mic competition and was most
recently a town clerk in the
European Capital of Culture
Rijeka. Men Without Furniture
is her first novel.
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LITERARY FICTION

Ursula Krechel
Shanghai, Far From Where

There she is, standing in the middle of a restaurant kitchen in
Shanghai and kneading dough as if her life depended on it – and
it does. It’s supposed to be a strudel – a sweet one, naturally – but
she then fills the leftover dough with tender vegetables and she
has suddenly gifted Chinese cuisine something nobody can imagine going without: the spring roll.
Franziska Tausig is one of many, the Berlin book dealer Ludwig
Lazarus another, and ultimately there were 18,000 Jews who were
able to use one of the last loopholes in 1938 to survive in the
strange and distant Shanghai. They came without visas or illusions, with a suitcase and 10 Reichsmark in their pockets: lawyers,
skilled laborers, and art historians and if they wanted to gain a
foothold in this overcrowded city and the oppressively humid
climate they had to be inventive and determined. Not all managed after what they had faced and were facing.
Ursula Krechel writes about this with a breathtaking multitude of
voices and layers. Her many years of research resulted in enough
material for a far-ranging narrative that introduces the reader to a
world that is much closer than expected.
Shanghai on the eve of World War II. For thousands of Jews, it
is the last possible refuge and they come without visas but full of
hope. Ursula Krechel’s moving novel tells the tale of people who
try to learn how to survive.

Novel
504 pages

URSULA KRECHEL was a
dramaturg. She taught at the
Berlin University of the Arts and
Washington University in St.
Louis and she is a member of the

»Serious, but never didactic; empathetic, but never pitying; funny
but never ironic. Krechel shows how historical empathy and literary power can mutually enhance one another.«
Stefana Sabin, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

Berlin Academy of the Arts, the
German Academy for Language
and Literature in Darmstadt, and
vice president of the Academy
of Sciences and Literature in
Mainz. She lives in Berlin.
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LITERARY FICTION

Ursula Krechel
State Justice

German Book Prize 2012

Novel
496 pages

What must you fear, what can you dare to hope for, if you return
to Germany from exile in 1947?
Following her celebrated novel Shanghai, Far From Where,
published in 2008, Ursula Krechel is once again goes searching
for clues in her new, spectacular novel District Court. Post-War
Germany, wavering between economic depression and a re-awakening, is the backdrop for this almost parable-like tragedy of
someone who never arrives.
Richard Kornitzer is a judge and a character akin to Michael
Kollhaas. The Nazi era, with its absurd and lethal rules, marks
him for life. Afterwards, nothing is as it used to be: his small family from Lake Constance and Mainz to England destroyed and
his homeland almost stranger to him than his magically illuminated exile in Havana.
Ursula Krechel’s novel weaves together the fictional and non-fictional; seeking and inventing, she gives atmospheric shape to a
time in which the past weighs heavily on hopes for the future.
With linguistic sensitivity and an insistent affection, State Justice
delivers late justice for its figures. State Justice, a novel whose title
has a double meaning, is about a German family and, with great
narrative power, the founding years of a republic.

URSULA KRECHEL was a
dramaturg. She taught at the
Berlin University of the Arts and
Washington University in St.
Louis and she is a member of the

»The most beautiful and at the same time ambiguous Germanlanguage novel this fall.« Andreas Platthaus, FAZ

Berlin Academy of the Arts, the
German Academy for Language
and Literature in Darmstadt, and
vice president of the Academy
of Sciences and Literature in
Mainz. She lives in Berlin.
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LITERARY FICTION

Ursula Krechel
Ghost Train

This novel spans almost a century as Ursula Krechel continues
with the celebrated and award-winning story of Shanghai, Far
From Everywhere. Ghost Train is the story of a German family, the Dorns. As Sinti, they were subject to the arbitrary and
murderous terror of the Nazi regime: sterilization, persecution,
forced labor. By the end of the War, which flows almost seamlessly into the beginnings of the Federal Republic of Germany,
they have lost most of their family, their existence, and all trust in
their neighbors or institutions. Anna, the youngest of the children, is in a class with the children of other parents. Nobody asks
how anyone survived—whether by fluke or thanks to cleverness.
They share a lot and not just the ghosts of the past.
Ursula Krechel writes, artfully and eloquently, about how history is reflected in the fractures and devastation of individual lives.
She creates unique, atmospheric layers in which the supposed
past becomes movingly and oppressively present.
»In her novel Ghost Train, Ursula Krechel tells the story of a
Sinti family that breaks apart in the face of Nazi terror—powerfully, brutally, and seductively. She imagines the chronic anguish
that such terror leaves behind in her characters, with respect and
sensitivity.« Ingeborg Harms, Die Zeit
»Ursula Krechel’s Ghost Train is the great finale to her trilogy of
novels on Germany’s war- and post-war past.«
Andreas Platthaus, FAZ

Novel
650 pages

URSULA KRECHEL was a
dramaturg. She taught at the
Berlin University of the Arts and
Washington University in St.
Louis and she is a member of the
Berlin Academy of the Arts, the
German Academy for Language
and Literature in Darmstadt, and
vice president of the Academy
of Sciences and Literature in
Mainz. She lives in Berlin.
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LITERARY FICTION

Monika Helfer
Look at Me When I Speak to You!

Vev’s parents are divorced and her family is bigger than it once
was. There’s her mother, Sonja, who, even with the help of drugs,
cannot quite get over the divorce, and her new boyfriend whom
everyone just calls »The Dude« – someone who takes charge and
gets Sonja‘s life back in order. And there’s Milan, Vev’s father,
who moves in with Natalie and her two daughters but cannot
really find his place in his new family. They all somehow belong
together because they cannot get away from each other. And
Vev? And the other children? The kids learn how to play the
game quickly and soon they all do it better than the adults.
Monika Helfer takes a look at scandalously quotidian relationships. She gets close to the people in them; to the people who try
to deal with themselves and with others. Her view is revealing
but also full of empathy, merciless but always in the service of
honesty. And what from the outside looks like a big family is
often, upon closer look, nothing but a finely woven tapestry of
selfish interests.

Novel
186 pages

»A small sensation.« Silke Arning, SWR2
»A quiet book, soberly told and non-judgmental.«
Thomas Andre, Hamburger Abendblatt
MONIKA HELFER, born in
1947 in Au (Bregenzenwald) is a
writer living in Hohenems, Vorarlberg. She has written novels,
stories, and children’s books.
In 2021, she received the Lake
Constance Literature Prize for
her oeuvre.
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LITERARY FICTION

Monika Helfer
The World of Disorder

The writer makes a discovery: In the cemetery, which she visits
every day, a dead baby is hanging in the branches of a cedar tree.
Is it Samira’s little brother whom the 9-year-old girl reported to
the police as missing? She lives with her mother Mirjam, Uncle
Wolf, and his friends Orang and Utan in a world in which much
is in disarray and the poor, the miserable, and the victimized are
often children. Inspector Swini knows this world only too well
(if all were right in the world there would be no need for inspectors). Swini has a talent for tragedy; he becomes Samira’s protector but he also knows how heavily guilt weighs when nobody
relieves you of it.
Once upon a time – this is how many a story begins that is anything but a fairy-tale. So, too, with Monika Helfer’s book. What
she tells us, she tells us drily and directly. Sensitively and without
sentimentality; touchingly and boisterously merry. If you are
expecting literature full of empathy and brilliant sentences, you
will not be disappointed.

Novel
172 pages

»Monika Helfer has a fairy-tale-like style, as impressively clear as
fairy-tales are.« Michael Luisier, SRF
»The tragedies tread lightly, the description an almost naive
inflection. It is the foundation on which the plot rests that is
mysterious and painful. Now and then, the narrative flow erupts
and lets us see into an abyss. The novel, however, skips on as if
nothing has happened.« Susanne Schaber, Die Presse

MONIKA HELFER, born in
1947 in Au (Bregenzenwald) is a
writer living in Hohenems, Vorarlberg. She has written novels,
stories, and children’s books.
In 2021, she received the Lake
Constance Literature Prize for
her oeuvre.
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CRIME

CRIME

Julia Bruns
Black Lemons

A thriller as beautiful as holidays on the Amalfi coast – when
it was still a well-kept secret.

An Amalfi Crime Thriller
Crime novel
240 pages

Amalfi, 1951: Claretta Lépore desperately needs work. Her husband Emilio has fallen in the war and she needs to raise her sons
on her own. Of all people, the captain of the Carbinieri hires her
as a secretary – and she never even learned to use a typewriter!
Where would a fisherman’s daughter from a small village have
learned how to do that? But Claretta is as smart as she is bold
and Capitano Spadaro is happy if she cleans his office and irons
his shirts. Clara has no idea what these have to do with being a
secretary but she happily does the work. And before she knows
it, she is caught up in her first case: two bodies are found in a
remote farmhouse. The dairy farmer Carmela Maria De Rose and
her husband Tommaso have been stabbed – with a crucifix of all
things. Claretta can hardly believe it when Spadaro dictates the
case. After work, she takes a closer look at the crime scene – and
finds inconsistencies that could be helpful to the Capitano in
cracking the case.
JULIA BRUNS, born in 1975,
studied political science, sociology, and psychology. After she
earned her doctorate in political
science, she worked for many
years as a speechwriter and in
PR. Today, she writes novels,
primarily thrillers set in her
hometown of Thuringia, the
Baltic Sea, the Comer See, or in
Amalfi.
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CRIME

Carlo Feber
The Dead Champaign President

A dramatic exit: Police commissioner Cédric Bresson investigates in the gently undulating vineyards of Champagne.

Cédric Bressons First Case
Crime novel
352 pages

Ex-commissioner Cédric Bresson enjoys his life as a new viticulturalist in Lézy-le-Sec in Champagne, his wife’s birthplace.
Yet his reputation as the best private eye in Paris catches up to
him: when Sylvain Clouet, the president of the influential wine
association Vigne d’Or, is murdered in the middle of the vineyards, the ministry of the interior forces Cédric to investigate. The
father-to-be has no idea how he is going to solve the case while
tending to his vineyard and preparing for a new baby. Sylvain
Clouet’s corpse lies beneath a wood sculpture from which sabered champagne bottles, labeled with the victim’s face, hang.
And there’s worse to come: four more artworks contain tips that
implicate the highest levels of Champagne society in a series of
murders. In his efforts to stop the perpetrator, Cédric, the local
police commissioner, and a former film diva plumb the complicated Champagne business.

CARLO FEBER studied in Berlin
and Paris. Before fully indulging
his passion for literature, he was
an ergonomist with the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft and project
manager in a Berlin media agency. Since 1995, he has authored
thrillers and historical novels
using different pseudonyms and
he also teaches creative writing
seminars.
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CRIME

Hansjörg Schertenleib
The Green Fairy

A country house in the north of Ireland, two old friends, and
the green fairy – and suddenly, nothing remains as it seems.
»There are people who think I am strange,« according to Arthur Dold, and that is not just because of his old-fashioned job:
the seventy-year-old trades in maps, atlases, and globes – all of
the things that seem fusty in our digital age. At school, he was
a loner, until he found his soul-mate: Christian Aplanalp, who
would later become a world-famous painter. For his 60th birthday, Christian invites his boyhood friend. It is an odd affair – in
a lonely country house in the Irish county of Donegal, at the end
of the world – and Arthur is the only guest. Inexplicable things
happen: something disappears only to reappear elsewhere; Arthur spends a night with the housekeeper Bernadette, which later
seems to him like a dream. Arthur increasingly begins to doubt
his perceptions and his sanity – until the evening on which he and
his childhood friend sip absinth together and the »green fairy«
blurs the line between reality and dream, present and past. An
evening that not only changes Arthur forever.

Ghost story
128 pages

HANSJÖRG SCHERTENLEIB
was born in Zurich in 1957 and
trained as a typesetter and graphic designer. He has been publishing prose, poetry and drama
texts since 1981. His novels, such
as the bestselling Das Regenorchester (»The Music of Rain«),
have been translated into many
languages and have received
numerous awards. For twenty
years Schertenleib, who also
translates from English, lived in
Ireland. Now he divides his time
between Switzerland and Spruce
Head Island in Maine. His most
recent novel was the highlypraised Jawaka.
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CRIME

Diana Menschig
The Old Watermill

An old mill, a brook in the middle of a forest – only the squeaking wheel of the mill disrupts the idyll.

Ghost story
160 pages

The brook babbles on and the mill wheel turns and turns. This
is just how it’s supposed to be, just like it has been for hundreds
of years. There’s not a hint that anything is amiss and yet Bianca Kornelis has a funny feeling. It was she who was the driving
force when the old mill had to be renovated and the family had to
move to the countryside. The café with the little pension is her life’s dream. Now guests have been complaining because they can’t
sleep at night. The reason: the mill wheel squeaks. The previous
owner had urgently warned her against stopping the wheel, but
Bianca and her husband don’t know what else to do – after all,
their family’s economic survival depends on it. The consequences
are terrible: nightmares plague parents, children, and guests, and
one night, Bianca finds herself at the edge of the brook, gasping
for air, hair soaking wet, convinced that a dark force has pushed
her head under water. What terrible secret do the old walls hide?

DIANA MENSCHIG, born in
1973, worked in market research
and HR management after completing her studies in psychology. Today, she works full-time
as an author and editor, and is at
home in both the fantastical and
historical genres.
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SALON | CONVERSATIONS

Ingrid Caven
Chaos? Listen, Sing
A conversation with Ute Cohen

»Tonight I’m going as Ingrid Caven!«

conversations
176 pages

Ingrid Caven is considered to be Germany’s last diva and is often
compared to Édith Piaf and Marlene Dietrich. In Germany, she
became famous for her films with Rainer Werner Fassbinder, to
whom she was also married and who, like Hans Magnus Enzensberger, wrote songs for her. Since the end of the 1970s, the
daughter of a goods trader from Saarbrücken has lived in Paris,
where she was a celebrated chanson singer. At over 80, Caven still
graces the stage: most recently, she performed alongside Helmut
Berger at the Volksbühne. Her partner is the writer Jean-Jacques
Schuhl, who was awarded the Prix Goncourt for his novel about
her life. Caven herself has received numerous prizes. Among
other things, she was the only German interpreter to have been
named Chevalier des Arts des Lettres and Commandeur des Arts
et des Lettres. Ingrid Caven and Ute Cohen met in Berlin and
Paris and talked about the wild 70s, sex, drugs, and rock-’n’-roll,
decadence, cocaine, and champagne. Caven looks back at nightly
meetings with members of Munich’s Red Army Faction or with
Mick Jagger in New York, chats about religiosity and eroticism,
art and politics, #MeToo, populism, and aging. A brilliant portrait of an exceptional artist.
»A great actor and chanson singer: a petite lady with a great
aura.« Christiane Peitz / Der Tagesspiegel

UTE COHEN is a writer and
journalist living in Berlin. Her
interviews appear in prestigious
newspapers and magazines. She
has a doctorate in linguistics
and worked for many years as a
communications consultant for
corporations and an international organization.
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SALON | CONVERSATIONS

Carolin Emcke
For Doubt
Conversations with Thomas Strässle

»I am absolutely convinced that everything is describable.
Despite everything, I believe in story-telling.«
The topics that preoccupy Carolin Emcke are as varied as the
points of view she entertains. So naturally, these conversations
with the literary scholar Thomas Strässle don’t provide easy answers. Rather, Emcke again and again takes a critical look at her
beliefs. Her view of the world is broad and open. As a reporter
in war-torn regions, she has observed how we deal with violence
and reflected upon her own role and the media’s role as witnesses
to others’ suffering. As a philosopher, she has asked how we can
address hatred and fanaticism in an open society – and what role
a fragmented public plays in circulating unfiltered disinformation
and lies. At the center of her deeply humanistic thinking is respect for the other. What does it mean when people cannot show,
articulate, or live out their beliefs or desires? What customs and
norms exclude or include? And Emcke never makes an exception
for herself. In this book, too, she writes about the history of her
own desires and the writing that has influenced them as well as of
her passion for classical music.
»Carolin Emcke works with incomparable intellectual and linguistic precision and intellectual courage that is awe-inspiring.«
Heribert Prantl

conversations
160 pages

THOMAS STRÄSSLE, born in
1972, studied German literature,
philosophy, and musicology in
Zurich, Cambridge, and Paris
as well as music with a major in
flute. He is the director of the
transdisciplinary Y Institute at
the Bern Academy of the Arts
and Professor of Contemporary German and Comparative
Literature at the University of
Zurich.
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GIFT BOOK

Rainer Moritz
Unknown Characters
Peculiar Literary (Hi)stories

Peculiarities from world literature: what can happen to writers
when they leave their desks.
They tell us about the adventures of life, sometimes comically, sometimes tragically, and in the best case, compellingly. But
they sit at a desk, day in, day out. The writer’s life, so it seems, is
rather uneventful. But that’s a mistake, as Rainer Moritz reveals
in this colorful collection of anecdotes. There are several heady
and even violent incidents. A dying Oscar Wilde struggles with
aesthetically unsatisfying wallpaper in a Paris hotel room – to the
detriment of world literature, the poet loses. Marcel Proust challenges a nemesis to a duel – and lucky for world literature, both
miss their target. While sunbathing, Anna Seghers is insulted by
her colleague Johannes R. Becher, who calls her an »old pig«. But
there are lighter moments: we accompany Albert Camus to the
soccer field and Ernst Jünger to Venice; are witness to Siegfried
Lenz getting car-sick and Eduard Mörike blowing his nose on the
curtains. If THAT’S not eventful ...

160 pages

RAINER MORITZ, born in
1958, is a jack-of-all-trades: At
17, he became a soccer referee;
later, he did a doctorate on
Hermann Lenz and worked as
an editor and publisher before
he took over as head of Hamburg’s Literaturhaus in 2005. He
makes regular appearances as a
literary critic, translates from the
French and writes books: about
soccer, German pop songs, Parisian parks, and, among others,
Richard Yates.
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GIFT BOOK

Nikolaus Heidelbach
Everything OK?

Another corona story? And WHAT a corona story! Nikolaus
Heidelbach’s artistic reckoning with the lockdown.

64 pages

On 8 March 2020, after four weeks of voluntary quarantine, a
man (Nikolaus Heidelbach?) decides to keep a journal in order to keep on top of things. He calls the entries »supervisory
notes.« He no longer has any contacts to the outside world but
the 26-room apartment begins to develop its own, unpleasant life.
Would it help to take his temperature, wear his mask, and distance? Read and see for yourself.

NIKOLAUS HEIDELBACH was
born in 1955 and, instead of his
boring CV, offers this tip: »Read
as soon as possible Eva Menasse’s collection of stories, Tiere
für Fortgeschrittene (»Animals
for Advanced Students«), published by Kiepenhauer & Witsch.
You’ll be far wiser afterwards,
that’s a promise! It worked for
me.«
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